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AACER Creates Insights and 
Mitigates Risks for Businesses 
Impacted by Bankruptcies.

Gain valuable insights, scale operations, reduce risks 
and improve case outcomes with access to complete, 
accurate and timely bankruptcy data. 

Data is integrated from U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, NDC, 
customer data systems, and Premium Data extracted 
from court documents to proactively manage your 
portfolio, mitigate risks, improve digital workfl ows and 
optimize bankruptcy operations.

Increased Insights        
With Bankruptcy Data

Identify your risks and remain 
compliant with bankruptcy 
regulations utilizing complete, 
accurate and timely notifi cation 
of new or updated case fi lings. 

Identify and report on 
bankrutpcy data using the 
largest default dataset in the 
industry, going back to 1950. 

Analyze opportunities to save 
time and money by replacing 
manual steps with automation. 

Easily identify commercial 
versus non-commercial 
bankruptcy fi lings.

Effi ciently Scale 
Bankruptcy Operations

Access multiple data sources 
in a single platform, including 
PACER, National Data Center, 
your customer data and other 
third-party resources. 

Automate manual processes 
at scale to reduce errors and 
optimize workfl ows. 

Lower labor costs to manage 
spikes in bankruptcy volume 
and fl atten headcount 
fl uctuations. 

Minimize document sourcing 
costs with AACER LinkShareTM

and potentially eliminate data 
warehousing costs for in-house 
document storage and access.

Reduce Risks &    
Improve Outcomes

Never miss a fi ling, critical 
docket event or claim status 
change with our powerful 
case search and bankruptcy 
monitoring system. 

Make informed decisions when 
considering new credit lines 
or credit extensions, and when 
evaluating portfolio acquisitions 
from originators. 

Reduce potential compliance 
and reputation risks, as well as 
ease audit processes. 

Increase speed and accuracy, 
and reduce costs, by enabling 
APIs with your system of record 
and automation of tasks using 
workfl ow queues in AACER.

A bankruptcy information services platform built on 
superior data, technology and expertise.
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Save Time. Reduce Costs & Risks. Increase Efficiencies.
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Filer Match & Notify
Performs a nightly search of all U.S. bankruptcy 
courts and notifies you of any matches within your 
credit portfolios.

Docket, Claims & Disposition Monitoring

Monitor bankruptcies in your portfolio for changes 
across key docket, disposition and claims register 
events, so you never miss a critical deadline or  
data point.

Data Search & Retrieval
Provides on-demand access to court documents 
and case data from more than 35 million bankruptcy 
cases and more than 200 million stored documents 
with detailed, accurate case search support to help 
identify the correct case details.

Trustee Payment Matching
Match payment information from the National Data 
Center to your loan portfolio, eliminating manual 
processing errors and reducing the cost and risk 
associated with misapplication of trustee payments, 
both pre and post-petition.

API Integrations
Seamlessly retrieve bankruptcy case information 
and automate updates in realtime for instantaneous 
information exchange between your servicing system 
and AACER.

Let our experts optimize and package the 
precise data needed to support critical 
business decisions in onboarding,  
optimizing operations, auditing, quality 
control and other requirements throughout 
the bankruptcy process.

Premium Data Services
Extract pertinent information from over 85 
document types and 2,200 data fields into your 
system of record, with industry-leading data 
extraction technology and validation services.

Bulk Document Creation
Automate preparation of documents to reduce 
your creation costs and meet filing deadlines.

Special Data Projects  

Leverage AACER’s deep bankruptcy dataset
with a wide variety of specialty services for portfolio 
acquisitions, notifications, audits, true-ups, 
remediations and other requirements.

Platform Features
AACER provides the best bankruptcy data available 
in the market, sourced from the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Courts’ PACER system; but it is much more than 
a PACER replica. AACER is the industry’s most 
comprehensive bankruptcy database platform  
for both commercial and consumer portfolios.  
We also offer Specialty Bankruptcy Services to  
solve your most complex business and  
bankruptcy data requirements.

Custom Services


